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Abstract.3

Besides the warming of the ocean, sea level is mainly rising due to land4

ice mass loss of the major ice sheets in Greenland, the West Antarctic and5

the Alaskan Glaciers. However, it is not clear yet how these land ice mass6

losses influence regional sea level. Here, we use the global Finite Element Sea-7

ice Ocean Model (FESOM) to simulate sea surface height (SSH) changes caused8

by these ice mass losses and combine it with the passive ocean response to9

varying surface loading using the sea level equation. We prescribe rates of10

fresh water inflow, not only around Greenland, but also around the West Antarc-11

tic Ice Sheet and the mountain glaciers in Alaska with approximately present12

day amplitudes of 200 Gt/yr, 100 Gt/yr and 50 Gt/yr, respectively. Pertur-13

bations in sea level and in freshwater distribution with respect to a reference14

simulation are computed for each source separately and in their combina-15

tion. The ocean mass change shows an almost globally uniform behavior. In16

the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean mass is redistributed toward coastal17

regions. Steric sea level change varies locally in the order of several centime-18

ters on advective timescales of decades. Steric effects to local sea level dif-19

fer significantly in different coastal locations, e.g. at North American coastal20

regions the steric effects may have the same order of magnitude as the mass21

driven effect, whereas at the European coast, steric effects remain small dur-22

ing the simulation period.23
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1. Introduction

Beside global mean sea level change, or more specifically, the increase in the volume and24

mass of seawater, regional deviations from global mean sea level are of particular interest25

for an observer at the coast [Cazenave et al., 2008; Church and White, 2011]. Furthermore,26

tide gauges are sensitive to relative sea level. It consists of changes in sea surface height27

(SSH) and vertical land motion of the land. The latter is may be influenced by a mixture28

of ongoing global isostatic adjustment (GIA), plate tectonics, subsidence of land due to the29

withdrawal of ground water or oil and gas, or the compaction of sediments [Bindoff et al.,30

2007]. Additionally, mass loss of land ice causes mass distribution changes on the Earth’s31

surface with an associated elastic response in uplift and geoid height. In the past five32

decades, a major contribution to sea level rise has originated from the expansion of water33

caused by warming of the ocean [Levitus et al., 2005; Gouretski and Koltermann, 2007;34

Gregory et al., 2013]. In addition, in recent decades, the major ice sheets in Greenland35

and West Antarctica have experienced increasing ice mass losses of hundreds of gigatons36

per year (e.g. Rignot et al. [2008]; Wu et al. [2010]; Jacob et al. [2012]; Gregory et al.37

[2013] and others). Furthermore, glaciers and ice-caps are melting [Bindoff et al., 2007;38

Gregory et al., 2013]. In conclusion, ocean warming and land ice mass loss are both of39

major importance when investigating sea level change in the global ocean.40

To estimate the amount of mass loss of the ice sheets and glaciers, several studies have41

been performed using different techniques ranging from ice sheet modeling to satellite42

gravimetry and altimetry (Wouters et al. [2008]; Gunter et al. [2009]; Jacob et al. [2012];43

Velicogna et al. [2014]; Williams et al. [2014]; Schoen et al. [2015] and others). During the44
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last decade, many studies indicate a mass loss between 100 Gt/yr and 150 Gt/yr of West45

Antarctic Ice Sheet [Vaughan et al., 2013; Rignot et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009; Wu et al.,46

2010; Jacob et al., 2012; Velicogna et al., 2014; Schoen et al., 2015; van der Wal et al.,47

2015], which is strongly dependent on the used GIA correction [Whitehouse et al., 2012].48

Regarding the Greenland Ice Sheet, an ice mass loss in the range of up to 278 Gt/yr has49

been estimated for the last decade [Vaughan et al., 2013; Luthcke et al., 2006; Wouters50

et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010; Jensen, 2010; Bamber , 2012; Jacob et al., 2012; Schrama51

et al., 2014; Velicogna et al., 2014], which results in about 7 mSv of additional freshwater52

inflow (1 mSv = 1000 m3/s). In case of the glaciers in Alaska, a mass loss rate of about53

50 Gt/yr has been estimated [Arendt et al., 2002; Tamisiea et al., 2005; Luthcke et al.,54

2008; Berthier et al., 2010; Jacob et al., 2012].55

These losses of land ice mass induce a rise in global mean sea level, due to the addi-56

tional freshwater mass. Furthermore, the mass redistribution leads to a change of the57

geoid height and crustal deformation affecting regional sea level ([Farrell and Clark , 1976;58

Francis and Mazzega, 1990; Mitrovica et al., 2001] and others). Moreover, regional sea59

level is influenced by the freshening of seawater in the vicinity of the source region of the60

freshwater. It reduces the density and increases the specific volume, resulting in regional61

sea level rise. In addition to that, regional sea level responds to freshwater inflow due to62

changes in ocean circulation. As is done in this study, these dynamic sea level changes63

can be simulated using ocean models.64

Several oceans model studies have been performed based on a variety of mass loss sce-65

narios. An example is presented by Gerdes et al. [2006], who have analyzed the change of66

dynamic sea level change from Greenland ice mass loss by changing the surface boundary67
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conditions in ocean general circulation models. The additional freshwater was converted68

into additional rain and spread along the coasts of Greenland. This technique is generally69

denoted as ’hosing’. Gerdes et al. [2006] found a reduced convection in the Labrador Sea.70

In addition, the weakened deep western boundary current transported more saline water.71

The study showed a strong sensitivity of the model results to the choice of the differ-72

ent boundary conditions. They also identified uncertainties resulting from the missing73

atmospheric response in ocean-only models.74

When ocean circulation changes, oceanic temperature is advected differently. Thus the75

air-sea temperature difference is altered affecting surface heat fluxes. The atmospheric76

feedbacks, indirectly induced by continental ice mass loss and the associated variations at77

the ocean’s surface, have been studied using a coupled atmosphere-ocean models. Stam-78

mer et al. [2011] compared the response of the ocean computed with an ocean-only model79

[Stammer , 2008] and a coupled model. They investigated the response to Greenland Ice80

Sheet mass loss during a 50-year simulation period and in the coupled model they found81

the existence of far field signals in the Indian and Pacific Ocean, which have not been82

visible in previous studies (e.g. Gerdes et al., 2006).83

Weijer et al. [2012] showed that the spatial resolution is important when simulating84

the freshwater transport in the ocean. For example, they identified an increase in the85

velocity of the freshwater transport in the North Atlantic when using an eddy resolving86

ocean model.87

Wang et al. [2012] investigated the future ocean response to mass loss of the Greenland88

Ice Sheet in a water hosing experiment using the FESOM model. They simulated sea89

level and ocean circulation changes that are caused by a discharge rate of 0.1 Sv over 12090
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model years. Their results concentrate mainly on the consequences to meridional heat91

transport and vertical overturning caused by additional freshwater fluxes. They found a92

weakening of the AMOC strength and of its decadal variability.93

Brunnabend et al. [2012] investigated the response of ocean circulation and the steric94

contribution to the regional sea level caused by mass loss of the Greenland Ice Sheet95

using the FESOM model. In that study, the associated steric contribution had only a96

small influence on global mean sea level rise, as shown before by Munk [2003] and Lowe97

and Gregory [2006]. On the other hand, the steric contribution led to strong regional98

deviations. A pattern was identified in the North Atlantic, which changed over time99

as the freshwater was distributed over the North Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean after 50100

model years. The amount of the additional freshwater inflow around Greenland influenced101

the amplitude of the signal. However, it had only a small influence on the structure of102

the pattern, which may change when the additional mass loss would become high enough103

to alter the ocean circulation pattern [Brunnabend et al., 2014].104

The response to uplift and geoid change, including rotational feedback effects, caused by105

mass redistribution (in the following denoted as the static-equilibrium sea level response)106

was investigated in a water hosing experiment by [Kopp et al., 2010] in addition to the sea107

level response due to the freshening and the changes in ocean circulation. A Greenland108

ice mass loss of 0.1 Sv was uniformly added to ocean surface in the North Atlantic. They109

found that dynamic sea level change has become significant at mass loss rates stronger than110

detected currently. Static-equilibrium sea level change becomes dominant in most ocean111

regions, except for the western North Atlantic, where freshwater contribution exceeded112

about 20cm equivalent sea level.113
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While most hosing experiments apply high mass loss rates (e.g. 0.1 Sv) around Green-114

land, this study applies mass loss rates that are representative for the last decade (i.e. 7115

mSv or 200 Gt/yr) in the simulation experiments using a global configuration of the finite116

element sea-ice ocean model (FESOM, Wang et al., 2014; Brunnabend et al., 2011). Here,117

in addition to the investigation of the sea level response to the mass loss of the Greenland118

Ice Sheet, we also investigate the sea level response to the mass loss of the West Antarctic119

Ice Sheet and the glaciers in Alaska. The mass loss rates are assumed to be constant over120

time and are included during predefined mass loss seasons in the model simulations. The121

simulations are performed by applying each source of freshwater separately and in their122

combination. In addition, sea level change due to variations in gravitational attraction123

and the ocean floor deformation corresponding to ice mass loss, as well as the rotational124

effects of the mass redistribution are estimated and added to the modeled dynamic sea125

level change.126

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Model Setup and Experiments

Monthly mean dynamic sea level change is calculated using the finite element sea-127

ice ocean model FESOM [Wang et al., 2014; Brunnabend et al., 2011]. The model is128

discretized on a global tetrahedral grid using the same mesh as applied in the study of129

Sidorenko et al. [2011], i.e. an unstructured and rotated mesh where the poles are located130

on land (Greenland and Antarctica). The model applies the set of primitive equations for131

oceanic motion including a fully nonlinear free surface.. The horizontal resolution ranges132

from 20 km near the coast and around Greenland to approximately 150 km in the open133

ocean. The high horizontal resolution resolves the boundary currents, which are important134
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for the modeling of the freshwater transport. The vertical discretization is performed on135

39 z-levels of varying thickness. The model does not account for ocean tides. Instead, it136

includes M2 tidal mixing formulation derived from the tpxo07 tide model of Egbert and137

Erofeeva [2002]. FESOM is initialized by using the temperature and salinity data of the138

World Ocean Atlas (WOA01 Stephens et al. [2002]) and has a spin-up time period of 52139

years (1958-2010) using NCEP forcing. The model is then run for one repeated period of140

50 years (1960-2010), which defines the time period of the reference simulation as well as141

of the simulations that include additional freshwater inflows. A time step of 45 minutes142

is used.143

The simulations performed in this study are forced with atmospheric datasets from144

the daily NCAR/NCEP reanalysis [Kalnay et al., 1996]. The global mean ocean mass145

variations are directly linked to the freshwater fluxes from precipitation and evaporation146

prescribed by the NCAR/NCEP reanalysis and to the daily river runoff, provided by the147

land surface discharge model (LSDM, Dill , 2008). The freshwater flux is modeled as a flux148

of volume and mass but not of salt. Heat fluxes are calculated with bulk formulae [Wang149

et al., 2014; Timmermann et al., 2009] using daily mean shortwave and longwave radiation150

flux, 2m temperature and 2m specific humidity of NCAR/NCEP reanalysis [Kalnay et al.,151

1996]. No salinity or temperature restoring is used. The model applies the Boussinesq152

approximation, which conserves volume rather than mass. Hence, a sea level adjustment153

after Greatbatch [Greatbatch, 1994] is implemented to ensure conservation of mass.154

Thermo-steric expansion and halo-steric contraction (steric height change) are ac-155

counted for by using the equation of state of Jackett and McDougall [1995] and added156

to modeled sea level change within the ocean model. However, modeled global mean157
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thermosteric expansion amounts to about 1.2 mm/year during the period 1970-2010 and158

approximately 2 mm/year after 1993. These values are larger than the estimates of IPCC159

AR5 which are 0.8 and 1.1mm/year, respectively [Church et al., 2013].160

In this study, five experiments have been performed that differ from the reference run161

only by the additional input of freshwater, which is constant during the whole simulation162

period of 50 years (table 1): (1) 200 Gt/yr of ice mass loss are converted to a volume163

flux and then equally distributed to all nodes along the coast of Greenland, which are164

located south of 75 degree north. (2) A freshwater inflow is included at the coast of the165

Gulf of Alaska corresponding to an ice mass loss of 50 Gt/yr. The changes in mass of166

all other mountain glaciers are not taken into account during this study as they are less167

localized. (3) A freshwater inflow equal to 100 Gt/yr of ice mass loss is applied to the168

West Antarctic coast. (4) The three mass loss scenarios described above are combined in169

a model simulation, to investigate the linearity of regional sea level change caused by the170

different contributions. For the same reason, (5) the mass losses of only the Greenland171

and West Antarctic Ice Sheet are combined in a model simulation. In all simulations it is172

assumed that for the northern hemisphere, freshwater inflow occurs from May to October173

and for the southern hemisphere from November to April. Changes in regional sea level174

are then computed by taking the difference between the reference model simulation and175

the respective simulation including additional freshwater inflow.176

2.2. Static-Equilibrium Sea Level Change

The reduced ice masses in Greenland, the West Antarctic and Alaska cause time-variable177

differences of the geoid, including rotational effects, minus the uplift of the ocean bottom.178

The sea level changes arising from the changing ice and ocean loads are computed using the179
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sea level equation, which is solved in spectral domain using real-valued fully normalized180

spherical harmonic base functions [Farrell and Clark , 1976; Rietbroek et al., 2012]. The181

unknown relative sea level is assumed to coincide with an equipotential surface, i.e. it182

is responds to the gravitational effects of the prescribed load on land, the associated183

rotational potential change, and the gravitational effects of the sea level itself [Rietbroek184

et al., 2012]. The redistribution of mass between land ice and ocean, and within the185

ocean, leads to a small shift of the Earth’s rotation axis. This leads to small changes186

in centrifugal potential that, in turn, create a small but large-scale change in sea level.187

When solving for the static equilibrium response, we use loading Love numbers from the188

PREM Earth model [Dziewonski , 1981] to model the Earth’s deformation response to189

surface loading, and the associated geoid response.190

The linear behaviour of the sea level equation allows to superimpose the sea level contri-191

butions from the major ice sheets and Alaskan glaciers. Therefore, to the mass loss of the192

major ice sheet and the Alaska Glaciers, which are constructed for signals representative193

for the last decade. Here, a time-invariant ocean function is assumed as it is expected that194

the shoreline has not migrated by much during the time period of study. The patterns of195

the mass loss regions are taken from the database of Rietbroek et al. [2012], where the ice196

mass loss in Greenland is assumed as to be uniform over the entire Greenland Ice Sheet.197

The ice mass loss of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet is assumed to be uniform over the entire198

West Antarctic excluding the Antarctic Peninsula. The self consistent sea level response199

to melting of the Alaskan glaciers is taken from Rietbroek et al. [2012].200
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In this study, the global mean sea level change has been subtracted from the static-201

equilibrium sea level change as it is already contained in the mass conserving ocean model.202

For more detailed information about the method, please refer to Rietbroek et al. [2012].203

3. Results

3.1. Freshwater Distribution

The inflow of the additional freshwater is modeled as a flux of volume and mass which204

leads to a non-linear response according to the equation of state for sea water. To study205

the path of the freshwater a passive tracer is added to the inflow. This tracer is advected206

by the ocean dynamics in the same way as temperature and salinity (which are not passive207

tracers). The tracer distribution depicts the freshening of the ocean that is caused by the208

mass loss of the ice sheets. Figure 1 shows the freshwater distribution that originates from209

the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. The freshwater mainly stays in the region of the source,210

however, as soon as it reaches the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) it is distributed211

around the whole Antarctic continent. In addition, some freshwater flows west with the212

coastal current. After reaching the Ross Sea Gyre, most of it sinks into the deeper ocean.213

This water is subsequently distributed around the Antarctic continent at depth. Near the214

surface, some freshwater passes the ACC and is transported through surface currents to215

the north.216

Figure 2 (a,b) shows the modeled passive tracer caused by the additional freshwater in-217

flow near the coast of Greenland. These values describe the distribution of the freshwater218

leading to halo-steric sea level rise. After 50 years (mean of year 50), the surface currents219

have transported the freshwater from Baffin Bay and the Labrador Sea southward along220

the North American coast, leaving some freshwater in Hudson Bay. Another part is trans-221
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ported via the sub-polar gyre to the European coast where it separates into two branches222

flowing into the Arctic Ocean and along the sub-tropical gyre to the equatorial Atlantic223

Ocean. Some freshwater is also sinking to greater depths where it spreads southward224

along the American coast towards the South Atlantic Ocean. These results agree well225

with studies from Gerdes et al. [2006] and Brunnabend et al. [2012].226

Figure 2 (c,d) shows the passive tracer of the reduced salinity caused by freshwater227

inflow from the Glaciers of Alaska. In this experiment, the freshwater is transported close228

to the surface to the Arctic Ocean through Bering Strait where it flows into the Beaufort229

Gyre and further into the North Atlantic Ocean. Only a small amount of freshwater is230

transported southward near the eastern coast of North America to equatorial regions. In231

addition, a small portion of the freshwater is directed to the equatorial Pacific Ocean.232

3.2. Atlantic meridional overturning

The applied freshwater inflows caused by the mass loss of land ice have only small influ-233

ence on the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC).The maximum AMOC234

at 45N is commonly used as an index to characterize the full overturning circulation. In235

the reference simulation, the mean strength of the yearly mean AMOC at 45N is about236

14.5 Sv (1Sv = 106m3/s) with a variance of 3.1 Sv (figure 3a). Only the results of the ex-237

periments, where the freshwater inflow of 200 Gt/yr around Greenland is included, show238

a significant difference (experiments 1,4, and 5). A reduced salinity is slightly stabilizing239

the water column in the region of deep water formation. The AMOC slows down. Its240

maximum strength at 45N slowly decreases by about 1 Sv with respect to the reference241

simulation within the first 30 years of the hosing period. Subsequently it remains at242

the lower level with increased inter-annual variability (from 0.1 Sv to about 0.3 Sv). In243
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the experiments including only freshwater inflow caused by the ice mass loss of the West244

Antarctic Ice Sheet or the glaciers in Alaska (experiment 2 and 3), the AMOC experiences245

almost no change as the amount of freshwater reaching the deep water formation areas246

is to small to initiate alterations in the water column. The AMOC remains at the same247

level as the reference simulation (figure 3b). The difference with respect to the reference248

simulation only slightly varies by about 0.06 Sv.249

However, the modeled AMOC results strongly depend on the model configuration. The250

strength of the AMOC is strongly influenced by the model parameterization and the251

spatial resolution used during the model experiments. In the study of Brunnabend et al.252

[2012], using a low resolution model grid (1.5 x 1.5 degrees), the AMOC was fairly weak253

and more freshwater could reach the equatorial Atlantic Ocean. In the present study254

however, the AMOC is stronger and the freshwater spreads out more in the direction255

of the Arctic Ocean. Higher values (about 20 Sv at 45N) are reached in the study of256

Sidorenko et al. [2009]. They used the finite-element ocean circulation model (FEOM)257

with a horizontal resolution ranging from 0.2 to 1 degree in the North Atlantic with258

highest resolution in the Gulf Stream area. Another difference to the model used here259

is that temperature and salinity are forced by relaxation to monthly mean sea surface260

temperature of the WOA01 climatology. Such a restoring is not applied here, as it would261

distort the results of the hosing experiments.262

3.3. Sea Level Change Caused by Land Ice Mass Loss

Beside the modeled global mean sea level change of about 0.6 mm/yr for a mass loss263

rate of 200 Gt/yr, mainly the steric contribution in the ocean leads to regional sea level264

change in the hosing experiments. Ocean circulation changes, caused by the applied mass265
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loss rates, appear to be rather small. However, this may change with increasing land266

ice mass loss as for example stated by Gregory et al. [2003]; Stammer [2008]; Stammer267

et al. [2011]; Brunnabend et al. [2014]. Modeled sea level change that is induced by the268

land ice mass loss can be separated into its mass and steric contribution. After 50 years,269

the pattern of sea level change is partly associated to the small reduction of the AMOC270

[Yin et al., 2009, 2010; Kienert and Rahmstorf , 2012], which causes a sea level rise at271

the northeast American coast due to redistribution of ocean mass (figure 4a). The steric272

contribution (figure 4b) is responsible for the complex pattern in the North Atlantic and273

Arctic Ocean caused by the additional freshwater and an atmospheric feedback changing274

the net heat flux between atmosphere and ocean.275

Figure 5 shows the contributions to regional deviations from modeled global mean sea276

level of the different regions of ice mass loss. After 50 years, variations in modeled sea level277

are concentrated in the regions of freshwater inflow. In response to a Greenland Ice Sheet278

mass loss of 200 Gt/yr (figure 5a and 5b), there are deviations from modeled global mean279

sea level visible which are mainly located in the North Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean280

(figure 5a). The process of how the modeled sea level changes within FESOM under a281

Greenland mass loss scenario, is described in detail in the water-hosing experiment of282

Wang et al. [2012].283

The freshwater distribution, resulting from the freshwater inflow in Alaska, also leads284

to a regional pattern of modeled sea level change in the North Atlantic Ocean (figure 5c285

and 5d). But in contrast to the simulation including mass loss of the Greenland Ice Sheet,286

modeled sea level rise in the Arctic is located mainly in shallow regions north of Alaska287
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and Canada corresponding to the flow path of the freshwater. In addition, the freshwater288

tongue in the equatorial Pacific does not lead to a clear signal in modeled sea level change.289

As most freshwater remains in the Southern Ocean in the West Antarctic ice mass loss290

scenario, modeled sea level changes mainly occur in this region (figure 5e and 5f). The291

modeled sea level rise near the source of ice mass loss is not as pronounced as in the292

Greenland hosing experiment, as only half as much ice mass is lost and its is redistributed293

to a larger area in the Southern Ocean by the ACC. However, far field variations are also294

visible, e.g. in the North Atlantic (figure 5e). These are caused by changes in the heat295

fluxes between atmosphere and ocean (not shown). Similar changes can be identified in296

the two experiments including the Alaska and Greenland mass loss scenario.297

Figure 6a shows the modeled sea level change due to the combined mass loss of the298

two ice sheets and the glaciers of Alaska after 50 years including modeled global mean299

sea level change. Strong sea level change is found near the coast where the ice mass is300

lost. This especially holds for the Greenland coast where most freshwater flows into the301

ocean. The corresponding static-equilibrium sea level change (figure 6b) decreases in the302

vicinity of the sources and slightly increases at greater distances. As pointed out by earlier303

studies (e.g. Mitrovica et al. [2001]), the decrease due to the static equilibrium change is304

larger than the modeled increase in steric height and modeled sea level now falls in the305

regions around Greenland. Near the coast of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet and the Alaska306

Glaciers the sea level rise becomes lower than the global mean sea level change (Figure307

6c).308

One may wonder whether modeled sea level change of the simulation, including com-309

bined mass losses, and the sum of the three simulations, which consider the mass contri-310
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butions separately, add up to the same effect. Figure 6d and 6e show that this is not the311

case. Here, differences up to ±3cm mainly occur in the North Atlantic and the Arctic312

Ocean after 50 years. They arise as the different freshwater contributions interact with313

each other in the simulation using the combined ice mass loss. These interactions are314

not considered when simulating regional sea level change caused by the different sources315

separately. Hence, ocean circulation may react differently causing local differences in sea316

level. This also leads to different heat flux between atmosphere and ocean, mainly re-317

sponsible for the difference in the North Atlantic. The effects due to this non-linearity318

are generally smaller than the regional sea level change but are nonetheless visible and319

therefore become important when investigating sea level change caused by land ice mass320

loss.321

Sea level change at a number of coastal locations around the North Atlantic Ocean are322

chosen (figure 7) where the impact of ice mass loss appeared most significant. Figure323

8a and 8b show the change in sea level at different location at European and the North324

American coast, respectively. Signals from steric and mass contribution are separated.325

Additionally, the static-equilibrium sea level change due to the land ice mass losses are326

shown. At the European coast, sea level is mainly influenced by the additional mass.327

The mass contribution in this coastal region is slightly higher than the global mean sea328

level change due the additional freshwater. On the other hand, the steric contribution329

is rather small. It is one order of magnitude smaller than the mass contribution. The330

static-equilibrium sea level change compensates the extra mass contribution leading to a331

regional sea level change lower than the global mean.332
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During the 50 years of the simulation experiments, sea level changes appears to be most333

of the time of about 2cm above the global mean along the coast of Port-Aux-Basques,334

Canada (Figure 8b). In this region, the modeled steric contribution becomes stronger335

especially at the northern locations (e.g. at Port-Aux-Basques). Here the modeled steric336

contribution reaches about one third of the amplitude of the mass contribution. The337

modeled mass increase due to the change in circulation is also significant, outweighing338

the signal of the static-equilibrium sea level change. Although these locations are fairly339

close to the sources of the mass loss in Greenland, they are not near enough for this340

signal to dominate regional sea level change in this simulation. These might change when341

simulating with higher mass loss rates or applying a longer simulation time period.342

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Besides the mass loss of the Greenland Ice Sheet this study also includes ice mass loss343

of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet as well as the Alaskan Glaciers. It shows that rates of344

ice mass loss, which are one order of magnitude smaller than in previous studies, lead to345

a signal in regional deviations from modeled global mean sea level change in the order of346

several centimeters. The land ice mass loss in different regions lead to different signals347

in modeled regional sea level change with largest signals near its source. Here, the steric348

signal is dominant and are caused by the additional freshwater, whereas during the 50349

years of the model simulations changes circulation patterns are rather small. Only the350

small reduction of the AMOC in the experiments including the mass loss of the Greenland351

Ice Sheet leads to a redistribution of mass towards the coast mainly in the North Atlantic352

and the Arctic Ocean.353
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Atmospheric feedbacks potentially play an important role in the North Atlantic since,354

depending on the forcing parameters, the heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere355

changes. Stammer et al. [2011] used a coupled model for simulating the ocean and atmo-356

spheric response to Greenland ice mass loss. They showed that changing the freshwater357

inflow around Greenland leads to atmospheric responses not only in regions where the ad-358

ditional freshwater accumulates but also in far distant regions such as the Indian Ocean.359

In addition, the strength of the AMOC is of major importance when simulating the merid-360

ional heat transport. This heat transport reacts very sensitive to the changes in the AMOC361

[Stammer et al., 2011] and was reduced to a very low level. The results of Stammer et al.362

[2011] indicate that also coupled models are very sensitive to their parameterization, and363

that different models might react differently. For example, the model setup used in the364

study of Gerdes et al. [2006] shows less impact. For these reason, it would be desirable365

to have more sensitivity studies using coupled atmosphere-ocean models and uncoupled366

ocean models. It should be noted that, for our study, atmospheric fields and fluxes from a367

reanalysis are used, which include quite an amount of data assimilation. Therefore, most368

of the real feedback of the atmosphere ocean system over the past 50 years is already369

accounted for in our experiments.370

Static-equilibrium sea level change caused by the redistribution of the ice mass may have371

the same order of magnitude compared to the steric sea level response and the change372

due to different ocean circulation. Our findings support the study of Kopp et al. [2010]373

stating that the anomalies get locally dominant with higher mass loss rates. In addition,374

this might be also true when investigating longer time series. The pattern of the static-375

equilibrium sea level response remains constant over time. However, sea level changes due376
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to the response of freshwater inflow vary regionally and in time as ocean circulation may377

change and the freshwater is transported to regions that are farther away from the origin378

of the freshwater source.379

Differences to reality may also be caused by our approximations of the melting rates380

and locations in this study. Possibly, not as much ice mass was lost during the first381

decades of the simulations as in the last decades [Lemke et al., 2007] and recent ice mass382

loss in Greenland is well above our applied rate [Schrama et al., 2014]. Beside sediment383

compaction and vertical land movement caused by earthquakes and/or local GIA, also the384

contributions of the mountain glaciers and other hydrological sources are not accounted385

for here.386

To improve the current study, several advances can be made. Geodetic observations387

of ice mass loss may be used as improved input parameters in the model. Furthermore,388

the sea level contributions from mountain glaciers needs to be taken into account. In389

possible future studies, modeled sea level change caused by ocean warming, including the390

deep ocean, may be investigated. Also it is beneficial to increase the horizontal in the391

open ocean, e.g. to model a more realistic AMOC that may change the dynamic sea level392

response due to the additional freshwater as shown e.g. by Weijer et al. (2012).393
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Figure 1. Passive tracer corresponding to the reduced salinity (in psu), depicting the distri-

bution of the freshwater inflow from the West Antarctic Ice Sheet at different depth (after 50

years): (a,c) surface, (b,d) 1500 m. Note the different color scale of the different panels (a and

b vs. c and d) to show the signals in the Southern Ocean and the North Atlantic.

Figure 2. Passive tracer corresponding to the reduced salinity (in psu), depicting the distri-

bution of the freshwater inflow along the coast of Greenland (a,b), and the Alaska Glaciers (c,d)

at different depth (after 50 years): (a,c) surface, (b,d) 1500 m. Note the different color scale of

the different panels.

Figure 3. Maximum AMOC at 45N of (a) the control simulation and (b) the response to the

additional freshwater inflow of the different experiments

Figure 4. Modeled regional sea level change due to ice mass loss in meters after 50 years includ-

ing all mass loss locations in the model simulation, separated into (a) ocean mass redistribution,

where the global mean change of 5.1cm is subtracted and (b) steric height change.

Figure 5. Regional deviations from global mean sea level in meter after 50 years caused by

mass loss of the major ice sheets and glaciers in Alaska: (global and polar projection) (a) and (b)

deviation from global mean sea surface height change in case of mass loss of the Greenland Ice

Sheet (200 Gt/yr); (c) and (d) deviation from global mean sea sea surface height change in case

of mass loss of change the Alaska Glaciers (50 Gt/yr); (e) and (f) deviation from global mean

sea surface height change in case of mass loss of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (100 Gt/yr).

Yin, J., S. M. Griffies, and R. J. Stouffer (2010), Spatial Variability of Sea Level580

Rise in Twenty-First Century Projections, Journal of Climate, 23, 4585–4607, doi:581

10.1175/2010JCLI3533.1.582
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Figure 6. Regional sea level change caused by mass loss of the major ice sheets and the

Alaska Glaciers (after 50 years in meter): (a) modeled sea level change, including the mass

loss in all three regions; (b) static-equilibrium sea level change; (c) regional sea level change

(a+b); (d) difference between modeled sea level change of the simulation considering the three

contributors (shown in figure a) and sea level change computed as sum of the three simulations

considering the sources of mass loss separately; (e) difference between modeled sea level change of

the simulation considering the contributors from Greenland and the West Antarctic and sea level

change computed as sum of these two simulations considering the sources of mass loss separately.

Figure 7. Locations at the North American and European coast.

Figure 8. Modeled mass and steric contributions to sea level change and the static equilibrium

sea level change caused by land ice mass loss at different coastal locations in the North Atlantic

region: (a) European coast (b) North American coast.

Table 1. Hosing experiments

experiment areas of ice mass loss rate (Gt/yr)
1 Greenland 200
2 Alaska Glaciers 50
3 West Antarctica 100
4 Greenland, Alaska Glaciers, West Antarctica 200, 50, 100
5 Greenland, West Antarctica 200, 100
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1: Greenland 200

2: Alaska 50

3: West Antarctic 100

4: exp 1, 2 and 3 comb.

5: exp 1 and 3 comb.
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